
 

 

BEFORE THE VIDYUT OMBUDSMAN 
   Andhra Pradesh & Telangana 

:: Present :: 

C. Ramakrishna 

Date: 27-10-2014 

Appeal No. 154 of 2013 

 

Between 

M/s Sugna Metals Ltd., # 1-8-673, Azamabad, Hyderabad - 500 020 

... Appellant 

And 

1. The DE(Electrical)/O/TSSPDCL/Vikarabad/Ranga Reddy Dt  501 142 

2. The SE/O/TSSPDCL/South Circle/Mint Compound/ Hyderabad 500 063 

3. The SAO/TSSPDCL,/South Circle/Mint Compound/Hyderabad 500 063 

4. The CGM/(Comml. & RAC)/TSSPDCL, Corporate Officer, Mint Compound        

Hyderabad. 

… Respondents 

 

The above appeal filed on 14-03-2014 has come up for final hearing            

before the Vidyut Ombudsman on 27-09-2014 at Hyderabad. Having         

considered the appeal, the written and oral submissions made by the           

appellants and the respondents, the Vidyut Ombudsman passed the following:  
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AWARD 

 

2. The appeal arose out of the complaint of the consumer about the            

method of calculation of R&C bills & penalties. The main grievance of the             

appellants is that they have been charged excess R&C bills & penalties during             

the period September, 2012 to August, 2013. 

 

3. The appellants are a continuous process industry having an HT I           

Category connection with a contracted demand of 9,999 kVA drawing power           

through a 33 kV dedicated feeder. The appellants stated in their appeal that             

the respondents have to claim current consumption charges during the period           

when R&C measures are in force i.e., 07-09-2012 to 31-07-2013 in proportion            

to the supply of power and demand as per clause 19 (a) of the Commission’s               

proceedings dated 01.11.2012; that the respondents have charged CC charges          

from them in violation of the said proceedings of the Hon’ble Commission and             

in violation of the Tariff Orders issued by the Ho’ble Commission; that there             

are discrepancies in the bills raised by the respondents on four counts as             

below: 

a. Demand charges normal rate 

b. Off-peak penal energy charges 

c. Late payment charges & 

d. 50% waiver of R&C penalties 

 

4. The appellants claim that even after the consideration of their claims           

by the CGRF, there is still an excess claim of Rs. 17,90,984/- from the              

respondents on them on account of demand charges at normal rate. The            

contention of the appellants is that according to the R&C order dated            
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01.11.2012 of the Hon’ble Commission, their demand shall have to be billed            

on pro rata basis i.e., at 18/30 of the prescribed rate and that the              

respondents have not calculated the demand charges at normal rate on this            

basis. They contend that as per clause 19(a) of the Hon’ble Commission’s            

order dated 01.11.2012, irrespective of power on days and power off days,            

the DISCOM has to charge demand charges only on RMD for 18 days power              

supply and nothing more. Their claim is that raising demand charges for the             

remaining 12 days is not correct and is contrary to the R&C order issued by               

the Hon’ble Commission. They claim that this amounts to charging tariff           

which is not authorized by the Hon’ble Commission. 

 

5. Their second contention is that they are entitled for 60% of their            

contracted demand during off-peak hours for the entire month or 100%           

contracted demand for 18 days continuously. They claim that the respondents           

have charged them an excess of Rs. 7,376/- and Rs. 18,210/- respectively for             

the months of September, 2012 and October, 2012 on account of demand            

charges at penal rates.  

 

6. Their third contention is that during the month of November, 2012           

their entitlement for off-peak consumption is 12,59,874 kVAh instead of the           

11,19,888 kVAh taken by the respondents and that his difference has resulted            

in the respondents claiming an excess amount of Rs. 19,92,742/- as penal            

charges. They were under 18 days’ supply of full contracted demand and 12             

days power holiday option in this month. 

 

7. Their fourth contention is that the respondents have charged them          

excess late payment charges by about Rs. 5,73,262/-. They contend that the            
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respondents have claimed late payment charges and interest on Electricity          

Duty on more CC charges for more number of days than the number of days               

for which the payment was delayed.  

 

8. The appellants finally contended that the non-implementation of the         

R&C penalty waiver by 50% as per the Hon’ble Commission’s orders dated            

08-08-2013 have left them poorer by Rs. 81,532/-. They finally appealed that            

on account of all the discrepancies cited above, they were charged an excess             

of Rs. 50,92,503/- in all by the DISCOM and that they need to be paid that                

forthwith. The appellants have enclosed detailed calculation sheets explaining         

the discrepancies according to them.  

 

9. The respondents were issued a notice for hearing the appeal. The           

respondent SE filed a written submission stating that as per the R&C orders,             

the billing should be done on the recorded kVA and Units; that for a consumer               

as the appellant who avails 18 days power supply, the demand charges shall be              

billed on pro rata basis i.e., at the rate of 18/30 of the prescribed rate and                

that this is exactly what they have billed the consumer for. In support of his               

contention, he enclosed a copy of the R&C bill for November, 2012.  

 

10. The respondent SE submitted that the penal demand charges were          

levied in accordance with the R&C orders of the Hon’ble Commission and            

invited this authority’s attention to the R&C supplementary bill for the month            

of September, 2012 wherein demand charges at penal rate are shown as            

Rs.0.00. 

 

11. He further submitted that the peak penal charges for energy were           
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levied in accordance with the Hon’ble Commission’s orders and that based on            

the consumer’s request to treat them as continuous process industry, their           

R&C bills were revised accordingly and communicated to the appellants on           

28-10-2013.  

 

12. In regard to the levy of late payment charges and interest on ED also,              

the respondent SE submitted that they were charged in accordance with the            

tariff order. 

 

13. In so far as 50% waiver of R&C penalties is concerned, the respondent             

SE submitted that the waiver has since been implemented duly giving a relief             

of Rs. 10,90,696.49 to the appellants.  

 

14. The final hearing was conducted on 27-09-2014. The appellants         

pressed lot of material advancing their arguments. Perused the detailed          

calculations submitted. The main grievance of the appellants is on the           

manner of calculation of R&C bills and penalties by the DISCOM. Bills are             

raised by the DISCOMs in accordance with the tariff order issued by the             

Hon’ble Commission for the respective year. Without the R&C measures          

being there, the appellants would have been normally subjected to the tariff            

for HT Category I consumers mentioned in the tariff specified by the            

Commission. But, in view of the grim supply situation, the Hon’ble           

Commission had come out with certain restriction and control measures (R&C           

measures). While coming out with the R&C measures, the Hon’ble          

Commission had mentioned the reasons behind the measures as the necessity           

to protect the electricity grid from failures and maintain discipline among           

various consumers. The Commission had classified the consumers into three          
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broad categories for the purpose of R&C measures: 

a. HT consumers -- Category I and II 

b. LT industrial consumers including industries in RESCOs; and 

c. Advertising hoardings 

 

15. The appellants are steel re-rolling mill and belong to the HT I            

continuous process industry category and there is no dispute about it. They            

were having a contracted demand of 9999 kVA. The restrictions prescribed in            

accordance with the R&C orders issued by the Hon’ble Commission kept           

varying during the period the R&C restrictions were in force.  

 

16. A reading of the R&C orders, shows that the Commission had made            

available to the consumers two broad categories of options viz., availing           

power everyday in the month with a lower quantum of power in proportion to              

their contracted demand and availing full power only for a few days in the              

month while taking power holiday for the remaining days of the month,            

barring a very small quantity for lighting purposes. The Commission had also            

divided a day’s supply into peak and off-peak periods with peak periods having             

more restrictions and off-peak periods having lesser restrictions. HT         

consumers, being subject to two part tariff system, are liable for demand and             

energy charges. Accordingly, there will be demand charges for peak and           

off-peak periods and energy charges for peak and off-peak periods. The           

DISCOM is bound to charge the consumers based on the quotas / restrictions             

imposed by the Hon’ble Commission through their R&C orders in a month and             

in addition, charge penalties for violating the restrictions imposed by the           

Hon’ble Commission in the month. This in short is the broad scheme of the              

R&C measures. 
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17. In the light of this background, let us turn to each of the contentions              

raised by the appellants. 

 

Demand charges at normal rate: 

18. The clause in the R&C order being relied upon by the appellants to             

contest the levy of demand charges is reproduced below: 

 

Their contention is that irrespective of power off days and power on days, the              

DISCOM has to charge demand charges only on the recorded demand for 18             

days power supply and nothing more. In other words, the respondents cannot            

charge them for power on days peak demand and power off days off peak              

and peak demand. During the course of the hearings, the appellants invited            

the attention of this authority to the following extract of the Hon’ble            

Supreme Court’s judgment in BSES Vs. Tata Power Co. Ltd., (2004) 1 SCC             

195: 

 

The word "tariff" has not been defined in the Act. "Tariff" is a             

cartel of commerce and normally it is a book of rates. It will             

mean a schedule of standard prices or charges provided to the           

category or categories of customers specified in the tariff.         

Sub-section (1) of Section 22 clearly lays down that the State           

Commission shall determine the tariff for electricity(wholesale,       

bulk, grid or retail) and also for use of transmission facilities. It            
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has also the power to regulate power purchase of the          

distribution utilities including the price at which the power shall          

be procured from the generating companies for transmission,        

sale, distribution and supply in the State. "Utility" has been          

defined in Section 2(1) of the Act and it means any person or             

entity engaged in the generation, transmission, sale,       

distribution or supply, as the case may be, of energy. Section           

29 lays down that the tariff for the intra-State transmission of           

electricity and tariff for supply of electricity - wholesale, bulk          

or retail - in a State shall be subject to the provisions of the              

Act and the tariff shall be determined by the State          

Commission. Sub-section (2) of Section 29 shows that the terms          

and conditions for fixation of tariff shall be determined by          

Regulations and while doing so, the Commission shall be guided          

by the factors enumerated in Clauses (a) to (g) thereof. The           

Regulations referred to earlier show that generating companies        

and utilities have to first approach the Commission for approval          

of their tariff whether for generation, transmission,       

distribution or supply and also for terms and conditions of          

supply. They can charge from their customers only such tariff          

which has been approved by the Commission. Charging of a          

tariff which has not been approved by the Commission is an           

offence which is punishable under Section 45 of the Act. The           

provisions of the Act and Regulations show that the Commission          

has the exclusive power to determine the tariff. The tariff          

approved by the Commission is final and binding and it is not            

permissible for the licensee, utility or anyone else to charge a           
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different tariff. (Emphasis supplied) 

 

19. The appellants contend that the DISCOM cannot charge a tariff that is            

not approved by the Hon’ble Commission. It is beyond doubt that no DISCOM             

can charge a tariff that is not approved by the Hon’ble Commission. In this              

case, the R&C restrictions imposed by the Hon’ble Commission specify the           

restrictions on the usage of electricity by the consumers and also specify the             

penalties for violating the restrictions in usage imposed. The appellants          

contend that charging demand charges for the power off days amounts to            

going beyond the mandate given by the Hon’ble Commission. This          

interpretation appears to be in partial conformity with the clause 19 (a) of             

the R&C order issued by the Hon’ble Commission in so far as demand charges              

for power off days is concerned. In a period of restrictions, the Hon’ble             

Commission had mentioned that for the consumers who opt for 18 days power             

supply, the demand charges shall be billed on pro-rata rate basis i.e., at the              

rate of 18/30 of the prescribed rate. So charging the consumers for the             

demand of 10% supplied on power off days is not correct. However, the             

interpretation of the appellants, in so far as it relates to non applicability of              

demand charges for the peak demand charges for the 18 days power on             

period is concerned, is not acceptable. The Hon’ble Commission had never           

barred the DISCOM from collecting the peak demand charges for the power on             

days period of 18 days.  

 

20. The appellants claimed that the respondents have charged them with          

an excess billing of Rs. 17,90,984/- on this score for the period September,             

2012 to August, 2013. In view of the Hon’ble Commission’s order, only when             

the appellants are under the 18 days power on and 12 days power off option,               
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are they not liable for demand charges for the power off days. Demand             

charges, when they were under the continuous supply option with a reduced            

demand of 60% of their contracted demand, are applicable on a pro-rata rate             

basis based on the actual demand recorded. The appellants were exercising           

options from time to time as under: 

From  To Option 

12-9-2012 18-9-2012 Option 1 

18-9-2012 22-9-2012 Option 2 

22-9-2012 5-10-2012 Option 2 

05-10-2012 22-10-2012 Option 1 

22-10-2012 22-02-2013 Option 2 

22-02-2013 22-04-2013 Option 1 OA 

22-04-2013 22-05-2013 Option 2 

22-05-2013 31-08-2013 Option 2 OA 

 

As can be seen from the above table, the appellants were under Option 2              

partly during September, 2012, partly during October, 2012, fully from          

November, 2012 to February, 2012 and again during May, 2013. The           

appellants availed power under open access also during the billing months of            

March, 2013, April, 2013, and June, 2013 to August, 2013. Therefore, for            

the period when the appellants were under Option 2 i.e., 18 days power             

supply and 12 days power holiday, the demand charges for the power off days              

i.e., 12 days shall not be levied by the DISCOM. For the period when the               

consumer is in 60% continuous supply option, the demand charges shall be on             

recorded demand for the entire month. 

 

Demand charges at penal rate: 

21. The appellants contend that the respondents have charged them excess          
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charges on account of demand charges at penal rate for the months of             

September, 2012 and October, 2012. For the months of September, 2012           

and October, 2012 there are only two options available for the consumers to             

choose from. Option 1 is using power throughout the month at a reduced             

demand of 60% of their contracted demand in off-peak hours and 30% of             

contracted demand in peak hours. Option 2 is using power at 100% of             

contracted demand for 18 days in a month and taking power holiday for the              

remaining 12 days of the month excepting the usage of 10% of the contracted              

demand for meeting bare necessities like lighting. R&C orders came into           

effect on and from 12-09-2012.  

 

22. During the month of September, 2012, it is observed from the records            

that the appellants exercised, Option 1 from 12-09-2012 to 18-09-2012 and           

Option 2 from 18-09-2012 to 22-09-2012. The respondents raised an amount           

of Rs. 1,70,441.13/- towards demand charges at penal rate for the month of             

September, 2012.  The breakup for this amount is as under: 

PDL off peak violation: (840.6 x 250 x 3 x 6 x 20)/(31 x 24) = 1,01,685.48 

PDL peak violation: (2841.9 x 250 x 3 x 6 x 4)/(31 x 24) = 68,755.64 

Total = 1,70,441.13 

 

23. During the period when the appellants were under Option 1 in this            

month, their PDL peak quota is 2999.7 kVA. As against this, they used a kVA               

of 5841.6. Therefore, they exceeded their quota by 2841.9 kVA (5841.6 -            

2999.7 = 2841.9). Similarly, their off peak PDL quota is 5999.4 kVA. As             

against this, they have used 6,840 kVA. Thus they have exceeded their PDL             

off-peak quota by 840.6 kVA (6840 - 5999,4 = 840.6).  
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One of the basic premises of R&C restrictions is that there would be cuts the               

demand that a consumer is otherwise entitled for as per the contract. When             

consumers don’t honour those cuts in demand, that behaviour naturally          

attracts penalties as envisaged by the Hon’ble Commission. That’s what          

happened in this instant case in regard to the appellant herein. Therefore,            

the penalties levied on the above ground are valid.  

 

24. For the billing month of October, 2012 the appellants have been in            

Option 2 from 22-09-2012 to 05-10-2012 and in Option 1 from 05-10-2012 to             

22-10-2012. The respondents raised an amount of Rs. 18,210/- towards          

demand charges at penal rate for the month of October, 2012 for exceeding             

demand when the consumer was in Option 2. The break up for this amount is               

as under: 

 

PDL peak violation: (546.3 x 250 x 3 x 8 x 4)/(30 x 24) = 18,210 

 

25. During the period when the appellants were under Option 2 in this            

month, their PDL peak quota is 2999.7 kVA. As against this, they used a kVA               

of 3546. Therefore, they exceeded their quota by 546.3 kVA (3546 - 2999.7             

= 546.3). 

 

One of the basic intents of R&C measures is to ensure that power is available               

equitably to as many consumers as possible, among other times, during peak            

hours. That’s why restrictions were imposed on usage of demand during peak            

hours. So, while there is no restriction on the quantum of demand that the              

appellant is entitled to use during power on days as a whole, there is              

nevertheless a restriction on his demand usage during peak hours during this            
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period. When the consumer exceeds these limits, penalty is attracted as per            

the R&C measures. That is what precisely had the respondent DISCOM done in             

this case. Hence, the penal charges of Rs. 18,210/- levied on the consumer             

appellant are correct. 

 

Off-peak penal energy charges rate: 

26. During the month of November, 2012 -- especially for the period after            

07-11-2012, the appellants were subjected to off-peak penal energy charges          

rate to a tune of Rs. 19,92,742/-. The calculation adopted by the            

respondents to arrive at the entitlement of the appellants for off-peak energy            

units was as below: 

 

CMD x 100% x 70% x 8 days x 20 hrs = 9999 x 100% x 70% x 8 x 20 =                      

11,19,888 kVAh  

 

The appellants on the other contend that this entitlement is not correct and             

that actually they are entitled for 12,59,874 kVAh units as below: 

 

9999 x 100% x 70% x 9 x 20 = 12,59,874 kVAh 

 

The consumption of the appellants was 12,11,089 kVAh units. Both the           

appellants and the respondents are unanimous about this figure. The issue to            

be decided is finding the correct calculation.  

 

The difference in the entitlements calculated accounts for the entire penalty           

amount of Rs. 19,92,742/-. The respondents have taken 8 days as the power             

on days for calculating PCL off peak limits. The appellants have taken 9 days              
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to calculate the same.  

 

Admittedly, the respondents have taken 06.00 AM in a day to 06:00 AM the              

next day for calculating and raising the bills on the appellants. The Hon’ble             

Commission had while giving the order dated 01-07-2012 that governs R&C           

measures had clearly stated that the orders will come into force w.e.f 00:00             

hrs on 07-11-2012. That being so, taking 06:00 hrs as the commencement            

period and the next day’s 06:00 hrs as the ending period for the purpose of               

calculation of entitlements and consumption for a day is not correct. As the             

taking of 00:00 hrs would impact the billing for the period upto 06-11-2012             

also, the respondents have to necessarily correct the entitlements and          

calculations duly taking 00:00 hrs of 07-11-2012 as the commencement period           

for calculating the entitlements and consumption for the period beyond          

07-11-2012. If this results in revisions of entitlements and penalties for the            

subsequent month/s that shall be accordingly carried out by the DISCOM.  

 

Late payment charges & Interest on ED: 

27. This is the last contention of the appellants. The appellants’          

contention about late payment charges is that they were charged Rs.           

5,73,262/- without the force of law. The respondents admit that the levy of             

these charges was on account of the delay in the payment of the FSA charges               

installments by the appellants. The tariff order issued by the Hon’ble           

Commission for the financial year 2012-13 provides for levy of delayed           

payment charges at para 213.6 as below: 

 

9. Additional Charges for belated payment of charges 

The Licensees shall charge the delayed payment surcharge (DPS)         
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per month at the rate of 1.5% of Bill amount or Rs 550             

whichever is higher. In case of grant of instalments at 18% per            

annum compounded annually and the two shall not be levied at           

the same time. (Emphasis supplied) 

 

28. The respondents have levied admittedly the delayed payment charges         

for the delay in making the payment of FSA installments on the consumer at              

the rate of 1.5% per month even for a day’s delay in payment by the               

appellants. The appellants contend that this charge has to be calculated on            

the actual number of days that the payment is delayed for. This is correct.              

The provision mentioned above does not say that delayed payment charge has            

to be levied for the entire month even if the delay is there only for a day or a                   

few days. Any provision that imposes a liability has to expressly state so.             

Something cannot be read into it. Had the intention of the Hon’ble            

Commission been to charge interest for the full month and not part of a              

month, mention would have been made something akin to “Interest shall be            

charged for full month and not for a part of the month" or something similar.               

Similarly no obligation can be inequitable in nature. Let us see how the kind              

of interpretation that is given by the DISCOM results in inequity. Let us             

assume that a consumer named A has delayed payment of his Rs. 1,00,000/-             

bill by one day and another consumer named B has delayed the payment of his               

Rs. 1,00,000/- bill by 29 days. Going by the interpretation being taken by the              

DISCOM both these cases would attract an interest of 1.5% per month i.e,             

1,00,000 X 0.015 = Rs. 1500/-. What such an interpretation results in is that              

a person who defaults for one day gets equated with a person who defaults              

for 29 days. This is not what the Hon’ble Commission would have envisaged.             

Had that been the Commission’s intention, an express provision akin to what            
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is stated supra would have been incorporated in the tariff order. As that is              

not done, a harmonious interpretation of the tariff order has to be resorted             

to, and it should be treated that consumers who delay payment for more             

number of days are made to feel the pinch by asking to pay more interest for                

the greater delay. In giving such an interpretation, the judgement of the            

High Court of Madras in the case of Sakthi Sugars Ltd. Vs. The Assistant              

Commissioner of Commercial Taxes, Central Assessment Circle I, Coimbatore         

and Ors. [1985]59STC52(Mad) is followed. Therefore, this point is held          

against the respondents and they are entitled to levy delayed payment charges            

only for the actual number of days delay that occurred in the payment of              

electricity bill.  

  

29. Coming to the CGRF’s order, the appellants’ contend that the           

respondents’ claim about the CGRF having rejected the complaint is not           

correct. The base for their argument is the huge difference between           

complainant’s calculation and respondent’s calculation of the demand charges         

at normal rate before their filing of the complaint before the CGRF and after              

its filing. But the fact remains that the CGRF took up the matter on              

15-02-2014 while the respondents have made the corrections / alterations /           

withdrawals through their letter dated 08-11-2013 and not as a consequence           

of the order of the CGRF. The CGRF disposed of the complaint on merits              

holding substantially all the points against the complainant but observing that           

the 50% waiver of the R&C penalties by the Hon’ble Commission be            

implemented. The order of the CGRF is set aside to the extent that decisions              

contrary to its decisions are given hereinabove. The CGRF’s orders are upheld            

in so far as its findings on levy of demand charges at penal rates are               

concerned.  
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30. Therefore it is hereby ordered that: 

a. The respondents shall rework the bills of the appellants and not           

levy demand charges on the appellants for the 12 day period           

when they were not availing power. In other words, the          

DISCOM cannot charge demand charges for the meagre 10%         

demand that was allowed to the appellants during the power          

holiday period, as doing so contravenes the direction of the          

Hon’ble Commission. 

b. The appellants’ contention about demand charges at penal rate         

for the months of September, 2012 and October, 2012 is          

negatived as the charges levied by the DISCOM are found to be            

in accordance with the directives of the Hon’ble Commission. 

c. The respondents will have to rework the off-peak penal         

consumption charges for the month of November, 2012 duly         

taking 00.00 hrs as the starting period for computing the          

entitlements and penalties and not 06.00 hrs as was done by           

them. If this results in revision of bills for the subsequent           

periods, it shall be carried out accordingly. 

d. The respondents are not correct in charging delayed payment         

charges at the rate of 1.5% on the total bill amount for the             

month, even when the delay is less than a month. In other            

words, the delayed payment charges have to be levied only on           

the actual number of days delay that is there in payment of            

electricity bills. 

e. The R&C penalties that are reworked because of this         

judgement will also impact the 50% waiver of R&C penalties          
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that is already done by the respondents. The 50% waiver shall           

accordingly be adjusted to take into account the reworked R&C          

penalties that is now ordered.  

 

31. This order is corrected and signed on this 27th day of Oct, 2014. 

 
 
 

VIDYUT OMBUDSMAN 

 

To 

1. M/s Sugna Metals Ltd., # 1-8-673, Azamabad, Hyderabad - 500 020 

2. The Divisional Engineer (Electrical), Operation, TSSPDCL, Vikarabad,       

Ranga Reddy Dt  - 501 142 

3. The Superintending Engineer, Operation, TSSPDCL, Hyderabad South       

Circle, Mint Compound, Stone Building, Hyderabad 500 063 

4. The Senior Accounts Officer, TSSPDCL, Hyderabad South Circle, Mint         

Compound, Stone Building, Hyderabad 500 063 

5. The CGM/(Comml. & RAC), TSSPDCL, Corporate Office, Mint Compound         

Hyderabad. 

 

Copy to: 

6. The Chairman, C.G.R.F -2 (Greater Hyderabad Area), TSSPDCL, H. No. 

8-3-167/E/1, CPTI Premises, GTS Colony, Vengalaraonagar Colony, 

Erragadda, Hyderabad - 500 045.. 

7. The Secretary, APERC, 11-4-660, 5th Floor, Singareni Bhavan, Red 

Hills, Hyderabad - 500 004. 
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